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XIV.  STORE SECURITY

A. General Guidelines
• School store operations should only take place in a secure surrounding, i.e., secured room, or an office. Make

sure customers cannot reach merchandise or money easily or step behind the counter.

• Have a security camera installed or require an adult to be present at all times.

• All school stores need to be using a cash register or a computerized cash register system. No money should be
left exposed at any time, except when receiving payment or giving change to the customer.

• The school store must be locked when not open for business. All opportunities for theft must be considered and
preventative measures need to be taken. It is also recommended that only the adult supervisor have a key to the
school store. If anyone else has a key then you cannot be held responsible for any theft that may occur. If the
administration insists on having a key then you should write a letter to the principal stating that you will not
be responsible for theft that may occur because of an unlocked door.

• The school store should never be unattended during business hours.

The marketing teacher is responsible for opening and closing the store operations.  Working with your
administration, there must be clear guidelines for the following situations:

• Personnel that are authorized to have access to the store during off-hours.  The administration is also included
in this area since they have master keys to all buildings.  The issue of liability must be addressed prior to
incidents of vandalism, theft, damage, etc., which may occur.

• Using the store facility for other activities associated with club or athletic functions.  The marketing coordinator
must be involved in all these decisions.

B. Security Equipment
Work with your school administration on the selection and purchasing of the school store security equipment.
Also, your advisory committee will be able to make excellent recommendations regarding their own business
security system that was selected.  Ultimately, your budget will determine your initial investment.  Establishing a
short-term and long-term plan might be your best effort at getting your store operational.  The use of video cameras
and monitors appear to be the most common approach to serving security needs for businesses.

Scanners on registers are used in most retail operations.  One recommendation for scanners is to purchase one
strictly for the receiving of merchandise.  This greatly decreases the time used for managing shipments from
vendors.

When possible, installation of one way mirrors and/or windows from your office and/or storage room to your school
store sales area should be utilized.

C. Supervision of Workers
An adult (teacher or an aid) needs to supervise students in the school store at all times. It is important that the adult
helps select and schedule the workers.

D. Loss Prevention
The following is a quick loss prevention needs assessment. Can you answer yes to these questions?

1. Are your price tags secure and legible?

2. Do you check merchandise received against original orders and invoices?

3. Is your check-in area secure? Can the employees hide items?

4. Do you check register detail tapes for unauthorized voids and unauthorized no-sales?

5. Do you keep check out areas moving? Failure to keep customers moving can be a security problem. Long lines
at checkout counters provide customers an excellent opportunity to pocket open display merchandise.

6. Are registers locked and keys removed when registers are unattended?

7. Is merchandise handled carefully by employees to prevent damage and breakage?
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8. Do you have a policy on interior displays and their arrangement? Well set-up displays and stock arrangement
discourage theft.

9. How do you handle salvage goods? Do you have a system set up which will prevent good merchandise from
being stolen under the pretense that it is damaged? (Candy, broken bars is a prime area)

10. Do you have a policy on wearing large coats, purses, and bags into the store? It might be necessary to provide a
coat and bag check-in area.

11. Do you maintain tight controls over access to the stockroom?

12. Do you have a policy on employee purchases?

13. Do your employees give your customers plenty of attention?

14. Have you established a policy for employee discounts?

15. Do you hold your cashiers accountable for all register transactions? (Shortages, overages, voids, refunds)

16. Do you require management approval for refunds?

17. Have you established a store policy on the handling of checks?

18. Do you have a layaway policy? Do you have a secure layaway storage area?

19. Do you offer rewards for identifying shoplifters?

20. Have you removed all possible opportunity for losses?

Loss prevention can also be addressed through policies.
Employee Discounts
Discounts given as awards for promotions, completion of first year of marketing, can discourage internal theft.
The store manager is in the best position to determine when a discount will benefit the program.  Discount
incentives should be attainable goals, not so far out of reach that students become frustrated when they are
unable to achieve them.

Employee Purchases
Serious consideration should be given to when employees of the store can make purchases.  This simple
transaction can open up a number of problems.  Some possible solutions or preventions to consider are:
• Do not allow students to write up or ring up their own purchases.
• Do not allow any employee to purchase goods during their work shift.
• The store manager must approve all employee purchases.

Shoplifting Prevention
• Small items should be in a display case.
• Valuable items in a locked display case.
• Remove hangers from apparel after each sale.
• Do not use tall and/or long displays.
• Customers must not be allowed into secured or sales areas.
• Keep merchandise in neat and orderly arrangements.
• Avoid visiting and socializing with friends that will cause distractions during your work shift.
• Breakdown all boxes not in use—they can be used to hide merchandise and taken out to the trash area for

distribution.
• Greet and meet every customer with eye contact.  They know when you are aware of their presence in the store.

Shoplifting Apprehension
• Pay close attention to customer’s body language.  Looking around, fidgeting, hanging around with no purpose

in mind are some of the signs of concern.
• Inform other employees/manager of the possible shoplifter.  Watch closely.
• Remember that theft does not occur until the customer leaves the store.  Only then, are you able to approach the

customer regarding theft.
• Approach suspect, address them, and inform them of who you are.
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• Do not accuse suspect of stealing; inform them that payment for the merchandise is needed prior to them
leaving with the item.  Give them a chance to pay for it—it might be an honest mistake.

• If suspect refuses to return with the merchandise, collect as much information about them as possible and report
it to the store manager/supervisor.

• Do not use any physical force.  Do not put yourself in harms way.

Store Access
Access to the store should be as limited as possible.  A recommendation would be to provide access to the
custodians (unless your students provide daily cleaning), administration, and the marketing coordinator).   A letter
of agreement should be drafted between you and the principal, authorizing the distribution of keys and access to the
school store.  This will limit your liability as an instructor when and if damages occur during off-hours.  The
marketing coordinator should be accountable only during normal operating hours.
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